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ABSTRACT

This paper derives a jerk-shaped profile to address the vibration reduction of underdamped flexible dynamics of motion systems. The jerk-limited profile is a widespread smooth command pattern used by modern motion systems. The ability of the jerk-limited profile to cancel the residual vibration of an undamped flexible mode is clearly explained using an equivalent continuous filter representation and the input shaping formalism. This motivates the design of a new jerk-shaped profile, named Damped-Jerk profile, to extend the previous result to the more common case of underdamped systems. Both simulations and experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed Damped-Jerk profile to reduce damped vibration.
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1. Introduction

The jerk-limited profile is a widespread trajectory pattern used by modern motion systems, such as mobile robots, machine-tools or industrial robots. Fig. 1 depicted such a profile, which is a time optimal solution to the problem of jerk limited rigid body control. The jerk limitation (the slope or time derivative of acceleration) is classically considered as a smoothness parameter, which is empirically used for the limitation of deformations and vibrations induced by the reference trajectory.

It is recognized that if the main vibration is not caused by external disturbances and if the flexible dynamics of the system is known, reference trajectory can be generated to cancel or reduce the vibration. One solution consists in defining a suitable parameterized trajectory, which assures that no oscillation occurs during and at the end of the motion. Such a method is mainly based on a system inversion principle. In Piazzi and Visioli (2000), this method appears to be very effective in reducing the residual vibration, and the smoothness of the control input makes it inherently robust to modeling errors. In Kim and Agrawal (2006), both the simulation and experimental results are presented to show the effectiveness of various jerk limited control profiles to reduce the vibration of a flexible structure. The authors state that the jerk limited rigid-body control profile such as versine or polynomial profile is effective to reduce the excitation of the flexible modes, however, better performance can be obtained from the handling of the low frequency modes as in an input shaped command. Input shaping is another known command generation methodology to suppress vibration, as detailed in Smith (1957), Singer and Seering (1990), Singhose and Pao (2009) and La-orpacharapan and Pao (2005). Input shaping relies on the convolution of a sequence of impulses with the reference signal. This convoluted signal is then used as a new reference for the system. Hence, vibrations induced by the first impulse is canceled or reduced at the end of the sequence. Input shaping has been implemented with success on numerous systems, and more specifically on manipulators and gantry cranes (Diaz, Pereira, Feliu, & Cela, 2010; Park, Chang, Park, & Lee, 2006; Peng, Singhose, & Frakes, 2012).

In Olabi, Béarée, Gibaru, and Damak (2010) and Béarée and Olabi (2013), we demonstrate that the jerk-limited profile can be used to cancel the residual vibration of an undamped system. The jerk time (i.e. the acceleration slope time) can be explicitly linked to the vibration caused by a dominating flexible mode. Hence, the jerk-limited profile can be seen as a special combination of the smoothness property of polynomial profiles and the vibration reduction property of basic input shaping. However, these elegant properties vanish when the damping coefficient of the considered flexible mode is not negligible. In this paper, we propose a simple modification of the jerk-limited profile in view of generalizing the previous property to the case of underdamped flexible mode. The resulting profile keeps the generic aspect, the easiness of implementation and the simplicity of tuning of the original jerk-limited profile, which are the main motivations of this study.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we present clear explanation regarding the ability of the jerk-limited profile to cancel the residual vibration for an undamped flexible mode and show how this profile can be characterized using input shaping.
and continuous time filter formalism. We then proposed, in Section 3, a modified Damped-Jerk profile. In this section, the new profile is analyzed and compared to the original jerk-limited profile. In Section 4, experimental measurements conducted on an industrial robot confirm that the Damped-Jerk profile is an effective and elegant solution to the problem of underdamped vibration reduction.

2. Jerk-limited trajectory and vibration reduction

2.1. Input shaping formalism adapted to the jerk-limited profile

As depicted in Fig. 1, a jerk-limited profile implies a trapezoidal or a triangular acceleration profile. Such a trajectory can be easily and efficiently synthesized by applying a moving averaging FIR filter to an acceleration limited profile (sometimes called bang-off-bang profile), as described in Biagiotti and Melchiorri (2012) and Singh (2004). The filter time, equivalent to the jerk time noted $T_J$, is fixed by the relation between the maximum acceleration value and the maximum jerk value given by

$$T_J = \frac{A_{\text{max}}}{J_{\text{max}}}. \quad (1)$$

In the context of the trajectory following with kinematic constraints on acceleration and velocity, the filter introduces a time delay, which could have a detrimental effect on the accuracy of the new reference trajectory. In Béarée and Olabi (2013) a simple adaptation of the initial acceleration-limited trajectory is proposed to take account of the filter time. One notes that this methodology reduces significantly the algorithm complexity of a classical jerk-limited trajectory generator. Hence, a jerk-limited profile can be seen as the convolution of a simple averaging filter, noted $F_J$, with an adapted acceleration-limited profile. In the same manner, the averaging filter can be perceived as the convolution of an integrator with a succession of two impulses given in continuous time domain by the transfer function

$$F_J(s) = \frac{1}{s}(A_1 + A_2 e^{-sT_J}). \quad (2)$$

![Fig. 1. Example of a jerk-limited rest-to-rest profile.](image)

![Fig. 2. Smooth input shaper associated to the jerk-limited profile.](image)

with $A_1 = -A_2 = 1/T_J$. One notes that for discrete time implementation, $T_J$ will be an integral multiple of the sampling interval.

Finally, as depicted in Fig. 2, the jerk-limited profile can be interpreted as a special case of a smooth negative input shaper. The smoothness is given by the low-pass filtering effect of the integrator and the negative input shaper part is the key explaining the vibration reduction ability of the jerk-limited profile. Considering a system submitted to a dominant undamped flexible mode at a frequency of $\omega_1$, the cancellation of the residual vibration by the jerk-limited profile is equivalent to the zeros placement at the undamped flexible poles locations, i.e. at $s = \pm j\omega_1$. Applying this principle to the previous jerk shaper given by (2), the resulting equation to be solved becomes

$$F_J(s)|_{s = \pm j\omega_1} = 0. \quad (3)$$

This expression can be rewritten as a system of trigonometric equations

$$A_1 + A_2 \cos(\omega_1 T_J) = 0$$

$$\sin(\omega_1 T_J) = 0 \quad (4)$$

A trivial solution to (4) is then given by

$$T_J = k\frac{2\pi}{\omega_1},$$

$$A_1 + A_2 = 0 \quad (5)$$

with $k$ being a positive integer. To keep the constraint imposed on the initial acceleration profile, the integral of the shaper has to be equal to 1, which conduct to the following set of solutions:

$$T_J = k\frac{2\pi}{\omega_1},$$

$$A_1 = -A_2 = \frac{1}{T_J} \quad (6)$$

Based on the input shaping formalism, the previous result concludes the explanation about the capacity of jerk-limited to cancel the residual vibration for an undamped flexible mode. The jerk time can be taken equal to a multiple integer of the natural period of vibration. For time minimization, the jerk time is classically chosen equal to the natural period of the dominating flexible mode. Using this tuning methodology the maximum jerk value will be imposed by the jerk time and the maximum acceleration value according to the relation (1). The vibration reduction ability of such a strategy is sensitive to modeling errors or uncertainty on the frequency of the flexible mode. To clearly measure this effect, the amplitude of residual vibration can be plotted as a function of modeling errors. Such a plot is classically called a sensitivity curve.
2.2. Jerk-limited profile sensitivity curve

Here we need an expression for the residual vibration amplitude of the jerk-limited profile as a function of the filter time or the frequency. The residual vibration can be calculated using the expression for residual vibration of a second-order harmonic oscillator of frequency $\omega_1$ and damping ratio $\zeta$, which is detailed in Singhose (2009). The response from a sequence of impulses, noted $Y_{imp}(t)$, is the superposition of individual impulse responses

$$Y_{imp}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i e^{-\omega_1 t_i} \frac{\sin(\omega_1(t-t_i))}{\sqrt{1-\zeta^2}}$$

with $A_i$ and $T_i$ being the amplitude and commutation time of each impulse, respectively, and $\omega_1 = \omega_1 \sqrt{1-\zeta^2}$ the damped frequency. Using trigonometric identities and noting $T$ as the time length of the sequence of impulse, the residual vibration amplitude at time $T$ divided by the vibration from a single unity-magnitude impulse to get the percentage of vibration can be expressed as

$$V(\omega_1) = e^{-\omega_1 T} \sqrt{C^2 + S^2},$$

with

$$C = \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i e^{\omega_1 T_i} \cos(\omega_1 T_i),$$

$$S = \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i e^{\omega_1 T_i} \sin(\omega_1 T_i).$$

The residual vibration for one stage of constant jerk (see Fig. 2) is deduced from the decomposition into a negative shaper given by (6) and an integrator, which corresponds to a division by $\omega_1$ for the amplitude of vibration. Thus, the residual vibration $V_{jl}$ for a jerk-limited profile can be expressed as

$$V_{jl}(\omega_1) = e^{-\omega_1 T} \sqrt{\frac{C}{1+e^{2\omega_1 T_i}} - 1} \cos(\omega_1 T_i).$$

(11)

Assuming an undamped mode ($\zeta=0$) and noting $\omega_0 = 2\pi/T_j,$ (11) is rewritten

$$V_{jl}(\omega_1) = \frac{\sin(\pi\omega_1/\omega_0)}{\omega_0}$$

(12)

According to (12), residual vibration for an undamped mode is a sine cardinal function of the frequency. Residual vibration for an undamped flexible mode will be suppressed for a jerk time equal to an integer multiple of the natural period. Inherently, vibration induced by other possible higher flexible modes close to an integer multiple of the considered natural frequency will be damped.

One note that the considered negative input shaper with a length of one natural period of vibration is clearly not a time optimal solution considering the different possibilities offered by input shaping methodology, which are summarized in Singhose (2009). The classical Zero-Vibration Shaper length is half a period of the considered mode. The Zero-Vibration-Derivative shaper increases the insensitivity, but its time length is one period of the mode. Others shapers, including negative input shaper, can be developed to increase robustness and/or to reduce the rise time.

Fig. 3 illustrates the residual vibration function $V_{jl}$ of the jerk-limited command compared to the ZV- and ZVD-shaped commands. Here, 100% residual vibration corresponds to the vibration induced by a step command, and robustness or sensitivity is classically defined as the frequency range over which a command induces less than 5% vibration. These sensitivity curves reveal how much residual vibration will exist when there is an error in the estimation of the system frequency. Hence, jerk-limited trajectory tune to cancel the residual vibration of one flexible mode will be around 40% more robust than a ZV shaper. In counterpart, the jerk-limited filter is half a period of vibration longer. ZVD shaper will introduce the same delay, but with a significant increase of the insensitivity (280% more robust than the jerk-limited profile).

The real benefit of using a jerk-limited filter is induced by the low-pass filtering effect (the integrator), which naturally reduced the influence of additional neglected flexible modes. Fig. 4 illustrates the acceleration response of a two low-damped modes system with frequencies of 10 Hz and 25 Hz. It can be seen that the ZV-shaped and ZVD-shaped step commands eliminate the first vibratory mode, but there is noticeable residual vibration at the second one. Such shapers can naturally damp higher vibration mode if the corresponding frequency is an odd integer of the dominant one. In other cases, multimode input shaper can be efficiently designed as depicted in Diaz et al. (2010), but at the expense of a more complex synthesis. Therefore, the low-pass filtering effect of the jerk-limited command eliminates most of the residual vibration induced by higher flexible modes, without any specific knowledge of their frequency characteristics. This effect is of particular interest in motion systems (manipulator and industrial robot), for which a lot of flexible modes, even if less sensitive, difficult to isolate and identify, contribute to the system dynamics.

However, the good results in vibration reduction obtained with the jerk-limited profile have to be relativized when the dominating flexible mode is not lightly damped. Fig. 5 presents the evolution of the residual vibration amplitude of a jerk-limited filter according to the damping of the considered flexible mode. Clearly, when the damping is above 5%, the maximum residual vibration is kept under 5%, but as soon as the damping is greater, the residual vibration increase significantly to reach around 20%. The jerk-limited profile cannot cancel the residual vibration for an underdamped system, which is unsatisfying for the command of industrial systems and even more for the command of actively or passively damped systems.

In the next section, an evolution of the jerk profile is proposed to take account of the damping value of the considered flexible mode.

3. New Damped-Jerk trajectory

3.1. Principle

The proposed Damped-Jerk profile is based on simple considerations. According to the previous analysis (see Fig. 2), the acceleration profile of a JL motion can be deconvoluted into an adapted acceleration limited profile, a time integral and a negative
two-pulse shaper. The considered negative two-pulse shaper is composed of two impulses with the same amplitude, but with the opposite sign. The equality constraint on the two impulses amplitudes is responsible for the inability to perfectly cancel the damped flexible mode. Based on the input shaping methodology, to take account of the damping coefficient value, the second impulse amplitude has to be different from the first one. Indeed, considering a damped flexible mode at a frequency of \( \omega_1 \), with a damping coefficient \( \zeta \), and solving the algebraic equation (3) for the flexible poles locations \( s = \zeta \omega_1 \pm j \omega_1 \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2} \) leads to the set of solutions:

\[
T_I = \frac{2\pi}{\omega_1 \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2}}
\]

\[
A_1 + A_2 e^{2\pi \zeta / \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2}} = 0
\]

which implies that the amplitudes have to verify \( A_1 \neq A_2 \). The sum of the amplitudes is different from zero, this shaper leads to a jerk pattern with piecewise constant jerk values always different from zero. Obviously, such a profile with no possibility of a constant acceleration stage cannot fulfill the kinematic constraints of the initial acceleration profile. The basic idea developed in this paper consists in taking advantage of the previous property of the negative two-pulse shaper by introducing an asymmetry into the jerk shape. Hence, the proposed Damped-Jerk profile, noted DJ profile, will be the result of the combination of two jerk steps with different amplitudes, but linearly linked by a ramp with a negative slope. Fig. 6 depicts the DJ profile and its deconvolution into equivalent shapers, which conduct here to the time integral of the sum of a two-pulse negative shaper (the two jerk steps with different amplitudes) with the integral of another two-pulse negative shaper (the jerk ramp). Adopting the notation of Fig. 6, the equivalent filter \( F_{DJ} \) is given by

\[
F_{DJ}(s) = \frac{1}{2} \left( A_1 + A_2 e^{-T_I s} + \frac{1}{3} (B_1 + B_2 e^{-T_I s}) \right).
\]

The second shaper impulse value \( |B_1| \) being the slope of the jerk ramp is directly linked to the first shaper impulses values \( A_i \) by the
To satisfy the requirement that the final acceleration value of the DJ time-delay filter be unity when it is driven by a unit acceleration step input results in the constraint equation

\[ A_1 + A_2 = \frac{2}{T_J}. \]  

The tuning methodology of the DJ profile will be discussed in the next part. One notes that the resulting DJ profile can be easily implemented in the current controller using an average pondered moving filter. Fig. 7 illustrates the result of the convolution of the proposed filter with an acceleration limited profile for via-points motion with constraint on the velocity transition at via point. As mentioned before, the initial acceleration limited profile takes account of the filter time \( T_J \) as detailed in Béarée and Olabi (2013).

3.2. Vibration reduction performances

The amplitude of residual vibration for the Damped-Jerk profile can be calculated as follows. Considering the decomposition into equivalent shapers, as described in Fig. 6, the Damped-Jerk profile can be seen as an additive combination of a negative input shaper with amplitudes noted \( A_1 \) with the integer of another negative input shaper with amplitudes noted \( B_i \). This equivalent filter is then integrated one more time to give the Damped-Jerk filter. The amplitude of residual vibrations results from the superposition of each filter contribution. To express residual vibration for the DJ profile, we need the expression of the response of a second-order harmonic oscillator from a sequence of steps with amplitude \( B_i \), i.e. the time integral of (7) noted \( y_{step}(t) \)

\[ y_{step}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} -\frac{B_i}{\omega_1} e^{-\zeta \omega_1 (t-T_i)} F_i(t) \]  

\[ F_i(t) = \sqrt{1-\zeta^2} \cos(\omega_1 (t-T_i)) + \zeta \sin(\omega_1 (t-T_i)). \]  

Then, using trigonometric identities on the sum of (7) and (17) for \( n=2 \) and integrating one more time the result (division by \( \omega_1 \)) give the following expression for the DJ profile percentage of residual vibration evaluated at \( t = T_j \):

\[ V_{DJ}(\omega_1) = e^{-\zeta \omega_1 T_J} \sqrt{(C_{DJ})^2 + (S_{DJ})^2} \]  

\[ C_{DJ} = \sum_{i=1}^{2} e^{-\zeta \omega_1 T_i} \left( A_i \frac{\zeta B_i}{\omega_1} \cos(\omega_1 T_i) - B_i \frac{1}{\omega_1} \sqrt{1-\zeta^2} \sin(\omega_1 T_i) \right) \]  

![Fig. 6. Smooth input shapers associated to the proposed Damped-Jerk profile.](image6)

![Fig. 7. Example of the DJ profile compared to the classical JL profile for via-points motion (kinematic constraints: \( V_{\text{max}} = 1 \) m/s, \( V_{\text{min}} = 0.5 \) m/s, \( A_{\text{max}} = 20 \) m/s², \( T_J = 20 \) ms).](image7)

![Fig. 8. Sensitivity plot of the DJ profile according to the damping value.](image8)
\[ S_{Dj} = \sum_{i=1}^{2} e^{\imath \omega_1 T_i} \left( A_1 - \frac{\zeta B_i}{\omega_1} \right) \sin(\alpha n_0 T_i) + \frac{B_i}{\omega_1} \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2} \cos(\alpha n_0 T_i) \] (21)

The second shaper associated to the ramp of jerk is symmetrical, thus from a theoretical point of view, the DJ filter cannot totally suppress damped vibration. But a good choice of parameters can significantly reduce the residual vibration. The parameters \( B_1, B_2 \) and \( A_2 \) being linked to \( A_1, T_j \), thanks to the relations (15) and (16), the problem consists in finding the set of the two parameters \( (A_1, T_j) \), which minimize both the amplitude of residual vibration given by (19) and the filter time \( T_j \). The exact solution of this minimization problem cannot be expressed in closed form, but extensive numerical computations have been conducted for the approximated rules given by (22). We verify that for an undamped flexible mode, the relation (22) leads to the classical JL profile, with filter time equal to the natural period of the mode.

\[ T_j = \frac{2\pi}{\omega_1} \left( 1 + 0.083\zeta + 0.047\zeta^2 + 7.1\zeta^3 \right) \]

\[ A_1 = \frac{1 + \pi \zeta}{T_j} \] (22)

Based on the tuning rules given by (22), Fig. 8 shows the residual vibration sensitivity of the DJ profile according to the damping coefficient. Fig. 9 compared the sensitivity plots of the DJ and JL profiles for three different values of damping and Fig. 10 and 11 present the acceleration responses of a second order system for damping values of 5% and 20%. One can note that the proposed DJ profile reduces significantly (below 1%) the residual vibration around the flexible mode frequency for all the damping values. Considering inevitable numerical errors due to the time sampling, the previous theoretical result is comparable with that of an input shaper perfectly tuned to totally suppress vibration. Hence, the relation (22) allows engineer to design a DJ filter without requirement of complex numerical solving.

4. Experiment

4.1. Experimental setup

In order to clearly show the practical improvement achieved by using the proposed DJ profile, experiments were carried out on an industrial 6-axis robot depicted in Fig. 12. Industrial robots are known to be repeatable within 0.1 mm. The static and dynamic accuracy is far beyond, typically around some millimeters. The dynamic accuracy is mainly deteriorated by joints deformation, which induced low-damped vibrations of the tip of the robot. Hence, we have chosen an industrial robot for the tests to demonstrated that, even if the vibration is very low-damped
(below 7%), the new DJ profile performances can substantially increase the system accuracy and productivity as compared to the well-tuned JL profile available in robot controllers.

For the following experiments, the motions of joint 1 of the robot are studied for two different configurations of other joints (see Fig. 12). The axis 1 traveled for $T$ second to reach the joint reference $\theta_{1\text{ref}}$ and the tip response after $T$ is regarded as the residual vibration. The reference trajectories given by the kinematic constraints $\theta_{1\text{ref}} = 0.523$ rad, $V_{\text{max}} = 0.25$ rad/s and $A_{\text{max}} = 4.8$ rad/s$^2$ are sent to the robot controller at a sampling frequency of 250 Hz. The tip position is measured by a laser tracker, from API Inc., with an absolute accuracy of $\pm 15$ μm/m and a sampling frequency of 333 Hz. Prior to the application of JL and DJ profiles, we have examined the characteristics of the vibrations of joint 1 for the two configurations of the robot. These tests give the reference values for the input filters tuning. For the first configuration of the robot, the estimated dominating frequency $\omega_1$ is 51.52 rad/s (8.2 Hz). For the second configuration, which induces a higher equivalent inertia on joint 1, the dominating frequency shifts to the value of 37 rad/s (5.9 Hz). The estimated damping ratio was 6.5% for both configurations. One note that for the following tests, the trajectory filters are tuned on the previously estimated frequency. For the practical application on industrial robot, the proposed methodology can be advantageously combined with the real-time identification of the dominating modal frequency. Different methods described in Park et al. (2006) or Pereira, Trapero, Diaz, and Feliu (2012) can be used.

4.2. Results

Fig. 13 shows the experimental residual response for the two configurations of the robot and Table 1 gives the values of the
maximum peak-to-peak residual vibration for each trajectory profiles. The measured vibrations clearly show the huge improvement induced by JL and DJ profiles. For both configurations, the well-tuned JL profile has reduced the residual vibration to 4% and the DJ profile to less than 0.5% of the initial level. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed tuning methodology for the DJ profile (given by (22)), Fig. 14 shows the tip residual response according to the error on the estimated frequency. The local minimum of vibration induced by the DJ profile is unmistakably at the estimated value of $\omega_1$.

Now, considering the settling time for a tolerance band of 0.1 mm (repeatability of the robot), the DJ profile conducted to a faster response than the JL profile with a gain of more than 0.1 s (5% of the theoretical motion time). These results demonstrate that even for low-damped vibrations, the proposed DJ profile can be conducted to a noticeable improvement in industrial system performances.

### 5. Conclusions

A simple technique to design the jerk-shaped profile adapted to damped vibrations reduction is proposed in this paper. The jerk-limited profile ability to cancel undamped vibrations is first addressed. To explain this result, the classical JL profile used by industrial motion systems is decomposed into equivalent filtered input shapers. This methodology motivates the design of a new jerk-shaped profile, named Damped-Jerk profile, which extends the previous result to the more general case of underdamped vibrations. Practical tuning rules for the equivalent input filter parameters are then given. Experimental tests conducted on an industrial robot axis demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed methodology and clearly show the benefits offered by using the DJ profile even in the case of low-damped vibrations.

One can conclude that such a practical methodology naturally combines with respect to a kinematic constraint on maximum velocity and acceleration, with the potential of vibration cancellation for the dominating flexible mode and the smoothness of trajectory for reduction of the contribution of neglected or unstationary flexible modes. Hence, it can be seen as an interesting alternative to classical input shaping technics for industrial systems dedicated to fast and accurate positioning or trajectory following.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trajectory profile</th>
<th>Configuration 1 (mm)</th>
<th>Configuration 2 (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acc. limited</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerk-limited</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damped-Jerk</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 14. Residual vibration of the DJ profile according to the estimated frequency error.
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